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This 45-minute webcast is a thorough introduction to assessment for teachers of English language learners. Dr. Lorraine Valdez Pierce will discuss performance-based standardized assessments; assessment as a tool for informing instruction; use of assessment to reinforce reading comprehension; and student self-assessment and self-monitoring.

Assessment of English Language Learners Colorín Colorado

This 45 minute webcast is a thorough introduction to assessment for teachers of English language learners. Dr. Lorraine Valdez Pierce will discuss performance based standardized assessments as well as ways to help encourage the active involvement of parents of ELLs with LD in their children’s schools.

Educational Testing Service ETS

ETS is committed to advancing quality and equity in education for all people worldwide through assessment development, educational research, policy studies and more.

Assessment Names and Publishers

Abbreviation Spanish Test Name Equivalent Assessment in English

| Module 4 1 | Computer Aided Assessment | Aims |

The aims of this module are for the user to consider key issues in assessing language skills through ICT in order to be able to assess language learning outcomes when ICT is involved in the learning process.

Overview of the New York State English as a Second Updated for the Spring 2018 administration of NYSESLAT

The NYSESLAT is designed to annually assess the English language proficiency of all English Language Learners ELLs enrolled in Grades K–12. Benchmark Passages Assessments Reading A to Z

Why Benchmark Passages

Benchmark Passages assess comprehension and reward students progress from level to level. They are one part of a three part process that provides a
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more complete assessment of reading behavior and comprehension than any of the parts independently The three fold benefit of reflective writing Improving This article presents a model of reflective writing used to assess a U S general education first year writing course We argue that integrating reflection into existing assignments has three potential benefits enhancing assessment of learning outcomes fostering student learning and engaging faculty in professional development The New Zealand Curriculum Kia ora NZ Curriculum Online The New Zealand Curriculum is a statement of official policy relating to teaching and learning in English medium New Zealand schools Its principal function is to set the direction for student learning and to provide guidance for schools as they design and review their curriculum Reading comprehension Wikipedia Reading comprehension is the ability to process text understand its meaning and to integrate with what the reader already knows Fundamental skills required in efficient reading comprehension are knowing meaning of words ability to understand meaning of a word from discourse context ability to follow organization of passage and to identify antecedents and references in it ability to draw

Creating and Using Rubrics for Assessment University of Tools for Creating Your Rubrics and Examples of Rubrics Learn more about rubrics and alternative assessments in our Online Courses Online Certificate Programs and Graduate Degree Grading rubrics precisely describe performance expectations Formative assessment Wikipedia Formative assessment including diagnostic testing is a range of formal and informal assessment procedures conducted by teachers during the learning process in order to modify teaching and learning activities to improve student attainment It typically involves qualitative feedback rather than scores for both student and teacher that focuses on the details of content and performance Jazz chants Onestopenglish Miles Craven presents a series of short jazz chants – a fun way to practise stress and rhythm in the classroom to help your students sound more natural when they speak English Therapy materials Minnesota State University Mankato Examples of Materials That Can Be Adapted For Therapy a collection of resources by Judith Maginnis Kuster The following is one section of Judith Kuster s Net Connections for Communication Disorders and Sciences www communicationdisorders com The internet is FULL of materials that can be adapted to speechlanguage therapy Jobs TESOL Career Center TESOL International Association TESOL Find your next career at TESOL Career Center Check back frequently as new jobs are posted every day Teaching materials using literature in the EFL ESL Literature has been a subject of study in many countries at a secondary or tertiary level but until recently has not been given much emphasis in the EFL ESL classroom Phonological Awareness Instructional and Assessment This article defines phonological awareness and discusses historic and contemporary research findings regarding its relation to early reading Common misconceptions about phonological awareness are addressed Research based guidelines for teaching phonological awareness and phonemic awareness to all children are described Additional instructional design guidelines are offered for teaching PDF Becoming a Self Regulated Learner An Overview PDF On Jun 1 2002 Barry J Zimmerman and others published Becoming a Self Regulated Learner An Overview Writing Assessment Reading Rockets There are several ways to assess writing The most common method is to use some sort of rubric Items on the rubric range from state mandated writing standards to individual items specific to an assignment Oral Proficiency Assessments including OPI amp OPIc Official ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview OPI Description The ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview OPI is a valid and reliable means of assessing how well a person speaks a language Schedule for Placement ACCUPLACER Test — Rockland Important Information Your application to the college must be processed by the Admissions prior to taking the placement test You are strongly encouraged to submit your high school transcript to the Admissions If you have taken the SAT ACT or NYS
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Regents exams you may be exempt depending on the program you are enrolled in and your score American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages Welcome to ACTFL The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages ACTFL is dedicated to the improvement and expansion of the teaching and learning of all languages at all levels of instruction Maps and Directions University of Wisconsin Stout LOT NUMBER ADDRESS Lot 4 – West of Sports amp Fitness Ctr 1400 Broadway St S Lot 9 – North Campus West of Red Cedar 100 3rd Street W Lot 11 – North Campus West of Red Cedar EAP References English for academic purposes Using English for Academic Purposes Information and Advice for Students in Higher Education
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